1998 oldsmobile eighty eight

The Oldsmobile 88 marketed from on as the Eighty Eight is a full-size car that was sold and
produced by Oldsmobile from until From to , the 88 was the division's most profitable line,
particularly the entry level models such as the 88 and Dynamic The 88 series was also an image
leader for Oldsmobile, particularly in the early years â€”51 , when it was one of the best
performing automobiles, thanks to its relatively small size, light weight, and advanced
overhead-valve high-compression V8 engine. This engine, originally designed for the larger
C-bodied and more luxurious 98 series, also replaced the straight-8 on the smaller B-bodied
With the large, high performance V8, the Oldsmobile 88 is considered by some to be the first
muscle car , although this title is disputed. Naming conventions used by GM since the s for all
divisions used alphanumeric designations that changed every year. Oldsmobile starting after
the war changed their designations and standardized them so that the first number signified the
chassis platform, while the second number signified how many cylinders. The name was more
commonly shown as numerals in the earlier years "Delta 88", for example and was changed to
spell out "Eighty Eight" starting in Oldsmobile introduced the 88 badge in It was named to
complement the already-existing 76 and 98 , and took the place of the straight-8 engined 78 in
the model lineup. This combination of a relatively small light body and large, powerful engine
made it widely considered to be the first muscle car. There was a pent up demand for new cars
in the fast-expanding post- World War II economy, and the 88 appealed to many ex-military
personnel who were young and had operated powerful military equipment. The 88 enjoyed great
success, inspiring a popular s slogan, "Make a Date with a Rocket 88", and also a song, "
Rocket 88 ", often considered the first rock and roll record. Starting with the trunk-lid emblem of
the model, Oldsmobile would adopt the rocket as its logo, and the 88 name would remain in the
Olds lineup until the late s, almost until the end of Oldsmobile itself. The model was equipped
with an ignition key and a starter push-button to engage the starter. Pushing the starter button
would engage the starter, but if the ignition key was not inserted, unlocking the ignition, the car
would not start. The car was equipped with an oil bath air cleaner. At the bottom edge of the
front fender directly behind the front wheel was a badge that said "Futuramic" which identified
an Oldsmobile approach to simplified driving, and the presence of an automatic transmission.
V8 Oldsmobiles were automatic-only in as Oldsmobile lacked a manual gearbox that could
handle the torque of the new engine. The 88 now outsold the six-cylinder 76 lineup, which was
dropped entirely after the model year. For , the 88 was now the entry-level Olds with the
discontinuation of the six-cylinder 76 line, which meant that all Oldsmobiles were powered by
Rocket V8s. An in-house manual transmission replaced the modified Cadillac gearbox, but as
the s progressed, manual shift became increasingly rare in Oldsmobiles and normally could
only be obtained by special order. The station wagon was discontinued and would not reappear
until the model year. New was an I-beam frame. Hydraulic power windows and seats were
optional. Other mechanical features were unchanged with styling changes amounting to new
grilles, taillights, and interior revisions. New was the optional automatic headlight control. For ,
the base 88 was renamed the DeLuxe 88 [2] for only this one year while the Super 88 continued
as a more upscale version. Engines and transmission offerings were the same as Late in the
model year, a fire destroyed GM's Hydra-Matic plant in Livonia, Michigan , which was then the
only source for Hydra-Matic transmissions. The temporary loss of Hydra-Matic production led
Oldsmobile to build thousands of its models with Buick's two-speed Dynaflow automatic
transmissions until GM pressed its Willow Run Transmission plant into service to resume
Hydra-Matic production. New options this year included Frigidaire air conditioning, power
steering, and power brakes. The Oldsmobiles were completely restyled with new longer and
lower body shells and wrap-around windshields and rear windows. Wheelbases increased to
inches 3. Base models reverted to being simply called 88s after being designated as DeLuxe 88s
for only one year and the Super 88 was once again the top series beneath the larger The models
were heavily facelifted with new grillework, taillights and body-side chrome. Horsepower for the
cubic-inch Rocket V8 increased to for 88s and for Super 88s. At mid-year, Olds introduced the
new pillarless four-door hardtop body, dubbed the Holiday sedan, in both the 88 and Super 88
series. The four-door Oldsmobile 88 Holiday, along with the four-door 98 Holiday , Buick
Century Riviera , and Special Riviera , were the first four-door hardtops ever produced. Air
conditioning became an option. For , styling highlights included a new split grille in front and
revised taillights and deck along with revised side chroming. Horsepower for the Rocket V8
increased to for 88s and for Super 88s. A new four-speed Jetaway Hydra-Matic was introduced
this year to replace the original Hydra-Matic transmission that Olds had used since The new
Jetaway Hydra-Matic retained the four forward speeds and fluid coupling unit, but added a new
"Park" position to the shift quadrant and no longer required band adjustment as a specified
routine maintenance. Inside, an oval speedometer replaced the round unit and a new
foot-operated parking brake replaced the previous T-handle unit. For only, the basic 88 was

officially named Golden Rocket 88 , taken from Oldsmobile's Motorama two-passenger show
car. However, the only badging was an "88" underneath each taillight. Also for the "J2" option
was offered, with three 2-barrel 0. The Super 88 continued as the upscale mid-line series.
Although rare, three speed manual transmissions were still available. Styling highlights were
more evolutional than radical overall with three-piece rear window styling utilized on some
models. Oldsmobile revived station wagons for the first time since with the Super 88 Fiesta
being a four-door hardtop design. In , Oldsmobile added a safety deep-recessed steering wheel.
For , GM was promoting their fiftieth year of production, and introduced Anniversary models for
each brand; Cadillac, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet. The model is best known in
Oldsmobile as the year of the "ChromeMobile" thanks to tremendous splatterings of chrome
trim on the body, particularly on the higher-priced Super 88 and Ninety-Eight models. The
styling was advertised by Olds as the "Mobile Look. A new option for was a "Trans-Portable"
radio that could be removed from the instrument panel through the glove compartment and
used as a portable radio for beaches, picnics, etc. Despite an economic recession that cut into
new car sales industry wide, and especially affected the medium-priced car market that Olds
competed in, Oldsmobile saw only a slight decline in sales for and even rose in industry
standings to fourth-place behind the "Low-Priced Three" of Chevrolet, Ford and Plymouth, while
surpassing a now-floundering sister division Buick on the sales charts for the first time in many
years. Oldsmobile was also way ahead of other middle-priced competitors such as sister
division Pontiac, Mercury, Dodge and Chrysler, along with Ford Motor Company's all-new and
ill-fated Edsel , and Chrysler Corporation's DeSoto - the latter two nameplates of which would
fade into oblivion within the next three years. All Oldsmobiles were completely restyled for ,
with the 88 series given longer, lower and wider styling on a GM B-body chassis. The 88 shared
its appearance with the top-model Oldsmobile Styling highlights for the new models, promoted
as the "Linear Look," included six-window styling on four-door pillared sedans, glassy
semi-fastback rooflines on Holiday coupes and flat-blade rooflines with thin windshield and
C-pillars on Holiday sedans which created a large open greenhouse effect. Two-door hardtops
were called "Holiday Scenicoupes," whereas four-door hardtops were called "Holiday Sport
Sedans. A simpler but bold new grille and revised rear design with even flatter, horizontal
tailfins and new taillights highlighted the makeover. Other changes included a revised
instrument panel and a slimmer transmission tunnel for improved interior space. An all-new
body and chassis with perimeter "Guard Beam" frame and all-coil suspension replacing the
previous leaf springs highlighted the full-sized Oldsmobiles, which were joined by the new
compact F The Skyrocket engine was available as an extra-cost option on the Dynamic A new
three-speed "Roto" Hydra-matic transmission that was smaller and lighter than the previous
four-speed unit was introduced as an option. The Oldsmobile body design represented the
after-effect of the recession. While wheelbases remained the same as in , the overall length and
width were reduced slightly â€” a trend seen throughout all of GM's marques. Body design
focused on a trimmer, fuselage design. At the bottom of the rear quarters, a " skeg "â€”a
downward finâ€”jutted outboard to counterbalance the rearward point of the quarter panel.
Round tail lights, one on each side, were set into the rear cove. For , GM retired the compound
curve windshields that it introduced in , and the much hated body dogleg necessitated by the
shape of the windshield. Instead of adopting the cleaner straight angled "A" pillar, Harley Earl,
who was nearing the end of his tenure at GM, pushed for a small curved switch back, used in
â€”62, at the outboard base of the windshield. Like for the previous model year, there were six
body styles: a 2-door sedan, the Celebrity Sedan 4-door sedan, the Holiday Sedan 4-door
hardtop, the Holiday Coupe 2-door hardtop, the Convertible Coupe drop-top and the Fiesta
station wagon, available in both 2- and 3-seat models. All body styles but the 2-door sedan
which was the price leader were offered both as Dynamic 88 and Super In general all models
had thicker pillars than the extremely thin ones found on previous generation models. The
Holiday Coupe 2-door hardtop continued the "bubble top" look. The Holiday Sedan 4-door
hardtop had thicker, parallelogram-shaped rear pillar than its predecessor. The extreme
"floating roof" look of the â€” 4-door hardtop, with wrap-around panoramic rear window and
overhanging roof, had been passed on to the pillared Celebrity Sedanâ€”which had switched
from the previous year six-window to a four-window greenhouse. Six-window sedans continued
to be offered in the 98 line. At mid-year, a sporty and luxurious convertible called the
Oldsmobile Starfire was introduced. It was based on the Super 88 ragtop and featured leather
bucket seats, center console with floor shifter for the Hydra-matic transmission incidentally the
first U. For , the Oldsmobile 88 received a "second-year" facelift that included a revised grille
and front bumper. Length was increased somewhat to give the '62 Olds a longer look. Changes
to the rear included the removal of the rear fender skegs personally ordered by GM's Vice
President of design Bill Mitchell , who disliked them , and oval taillights, one on each side for

Dynamic and Super 88 models replaced the 's round units. Changes to the greenhouse included
new roof lines for the four-door Celebrity Sedanâ€”which relinquished the panoramic rear
windowâ€”and for the Holiday Coupe two-door hardtop, which received a new fashionable
convertible-inspired roofline abandoning the "bubble-top" appearance. The two-door sedan,
made redundant as entry-level model by the previous year's introduction of the F compact, was
discontinued. Lastly, the Fiesta station wagon was only partially restyled, retaining most of the
's rear styling; the 3-seat wagon was now only available as Dynamic All Oldsmobiles featured
the "speed bar" speedometer. Introduced in , the speedometer used a rolling black cylinder with
sections painted brilliant green, yellow and bright red. As the car went from a standing stop
forward in speed, the cylinder rolled, first exposing the green in a window that matched the
numeric speed on stationary speed dial for low speeds, yellow at moderate speeds, and finally
red at highway speeds. For , Oldsmobile would revert to a standard speed needle sweeping over
a calibrated set of speeds instead. Super 88s received tri-tone upholstery and trim. Heaters
became standard equipment on all models, and the push-button controls were located to the
right of the steering wheel column. Vehicles not equipped with air conditioning received
push-button vacuum-operated fresh air vents, called "Summer Ventilation", which replaced the
pull level type vents. This control panel was located on the left of the steering column. Cars
equipped with factory air conditioning replaced the vent control panel with the air conditioning
panel, which also contained its own blower switch. All full-sized Oldsmobiles underwent
extensive body and trim revisions for Most of the underlying basic body structure and rooflines
were carried over from '62 with new exterior sheet metal abandoning the previous years'
sculpted mid-sections; Lincoln Continental-style slab sides and sharper edges being employed
overall. The Starfire gained an exclusive razor-edged roof treatment utilizing a concave
backlight similar to that of the new Pontiac Grand Prix. Different rear quarter panels meant
Oldsmobile 88s and the more expensive 98s were more differentiated than before. Models and
drivetrains in both the Dynamic 88 and Super 88 series were unchanged from The sharp-edged
theme continued for , Oldsmobile's full-sized cars received a minor face-lift that included
revised trim, grilles and taillights. New that year was the introduction of price leader for the
full-sized Oldsmobile series, the Jetstar 88 , which used the same full-size body as other 88
models but also shared key components with that year's redesigned F intermediate. The Jetstar
88 used the smaller V8 and Jetaway Super Turbine two-speed automatic transmission in place
of the cubic-inch V8 and Roto Hydramatic found in other Oldsmobiles, and 9. Oldsmobile also
introduced the Jetstar I for With the introduction of the Jetstar 88, the Dynamic 88 models were
elevated a rung up the ladder for the model year. Only the Dynamic 88s could be in five body
styles: four-door pillared Celebrity Sedan and hardtop Holiday Sedan, two-door hardtop Holiday
Coupe, convertible and 2- or 3-seat Fiesta station wagon. The Jetstar 88 didn't offer a station
wagon. Total production for both four-door Super 88 models reached 19, assemblies for the
model year. Oldsmobile's full-size Fiesta wagons and Buick's Estate Wagons introduced in had
never been strong sellers. From to , production per model Super or Dynamic and seating
capacity six or nine passenger never broke 15, units. As Oldsmobile set its sights on more
luxury and performance, full-sized wagons weren't in the mix. The division introduced a new
Vista Cruiser wagon in mid that featured a raised roofline and skylights over the rear seat and
cargo area. The models were offered with six- or nine-passenger seating with all seats facing
forward. This allowed Oldsmobile and Buick, which used the same body and stretch wheelbase
for its Sport Wagon to offer a wagon comparable in overall size to the full-sized Chevrolet
Impala and Pontiac Catalina wagons, but without diluting the cachet of its full-size cars with a
utilitarian body style. The Delta name in was an upscale trim line of the Dynamic 88, the
Dynamic 88 Delta , replacing the previous top-series B-body Olds, the Super Early '65s were
referred to as Dynamic 88 Deltas, but within a few weeks after the start of the model year, Olds
began marketing the line as a separate series known as the Delta All Olds models featured all
new styling and engineering. The B-body cars featured more rounded styling than previous
years with Coke-bottle profiles and semi-fastback rooflines on Holiday two-door hardtop coupes
- Jetstar I and Starfire coupes got a more rounded variation of the squared-off â€”64 roofline
with concave rear window shared by Pontiac's Grand Prix. Also introduced this year was a new
cubic-inch Super Rocket V8 with horsepower ratings ranging from to depending on carburation
and compression ratio. The new three-speed Turbo Hydramatic transmission with torque
converter replaced the Roto Hydramatic used since Also new to the option list for on all B-body
cars was a four-speed manual transmission with Hurst floor shifter, which was a
seldom-ordered offering. Few styling changes other than revised grilles and tail sections
marked the full-sized Oldsmobiles. The sporty Jetstar I series was dropped with a lower-priced
Starfire only offered as a hardtop coupe taking its place. All other series' 88 models were
carried over from with a new convertible added to the Delta 88 line and the same bodystyle

dropped from the Jetstar 88 line. Comfortron permitted the driver to automatically set a
year-round temperature at a constant level. The basic Frigidaire air conditioning unit offered in
previous years continued as before and becoming an increasingly popular option on full-sized
Oldsmobiles. Another new option for was a Tilt-and-Telescopic steering wheel that could be
vertically adjusted to six different positions as well as telescoped outward from the instrument
panel to improve driver comfort. For , all GM full-size cars received a mid cycle freshening that
featured fuller body panels. More rounded styling cues marked all Olds 88 models which
received longer hoods and shorter decks and more sweeping fastback rooflines on 88 Holiday
coupes to emulate the styling of Olds' front-wheel-drive flagship, the Toronado. Olds 88's
received a three part front grille made op of a center prow flanked on either side by headlight
pods. For the first time since , the dual headlights were split apart by parking lights. Taillights
for 88's featured a waterfall design. Interiors made extensive use of wood-tone panels, and
bright metal finishes were kept to a minimum. Model wise, there was more name juggling. The
Delmont 88 was introduced for and produced for just two years, replacing both the Jetstar 88
and Dynamic 88 model lines. The Delmont featured the V8 as standard and the V8 as an option
in and the new stroked "Rocket " version of the same engine in The was standard on the Delta
The Delta 88 gained a new sub series called the Delta 88 Custom which had a plusher interior
than the standard Delta 88 featuring a Strato bench seat in the Holiday Sedan four-door hardtop
or, in the Holiday Soupe two-door hardtop , a choice of either Strato bucket seats with console
or Strato bench seat with armrest. The Delta Custom Holiday Coupe was essentially a
successor to the former based Starfire series offered in previous years â€”66 but with a
standard 88 semi-fastback roofline rather than the Starfire's squared off roof with concave rear
window. Another styling cue for the Delta Custom was the addition of a second set of tail light
reflectors set into the lower portion of the bumper. New options for included front disc brakes,
stereo 8-track tape player and a Climate Combustion Control system for Rocket V8s designed to
regulate carburetor air temperature, boost fuel economy, speed choke warm up and eliminate
winter icing to permit easier starting and more efficient operation in cold weather. The same
assortment of and cubic-inch V8 engines were carried over from , as were most transmission
offerings except the optional four-speed manual with Hurst shifter, which was discontinued due
to low buyer interest. For , the overall design was a carryover. New front end with split grille
design that would become an Olds trademark in coming years highlighted all full-sized
Oldsmobiles with horizontal lines on 88's and egg-crate patterns on Ninety-Eights, along with
concealed windshield wipers. The split grille was inspired by fighter aircraft at the time with
delta wings and dual air intakes for the jet engine as introduced on the Convair F Delta Dagger.
Horsepower ratings of other Olds engines included for the two-barrel standard in the Delmont
88, for the four-barrel optional in the Delmont Both the and two-barrel Rocket V8 engines were
designed to use regular gasoline while the optional and four-barrel carburated "Ultra High
Compression" Super Rocket V8s required premium fuel. The 88 series dropped the Delmont
name, leaving the Delta 88 as the base model of the series. It came standard with a more
luxurious interior featuring a notchback vinyl upholstered bench seat with armrest or Strato
bucket seats with optional center console. For safety, a ceiling mounted shoulder belt was
offered in the front seats for both the driver and right passenger. This arrangement provided
five belt buckles in the front bench seat. The standard engine in the base Delta 88 was a cu in,
low compression ratio 9. The two-speed Jetaway automatic that was previously offered as an
option on the smaller engine 88 models was dropped completely in favor of the GM three-speed
Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission previously only offered with the larger engines. All full-sized
Oldsmobiles were completely restyled for with more squared off bodylines and rooflines for the
Holiday coupes and sedans replacing the semi-fastback look of â€”68, and ventless front
windows on all models. Wheelbases were increased by one-inch to inches 3. Though the
models were extensively restyled, the basic chassis design and inner-body structure was
retained along with the roofline on the pillared four-door Town sedans. The high-beam lights
indicator was a red rocket located on the dash. Also new was a steering column-mounted
ignition switch that also locked the steering wheel when not in use â€” a feature found on all
model General Motors passenger cars, a year before locking steering columns were required by
federal mandate starting in Only detail changes were made for the full-sized Oldsmobiles
including a new split grille that no longer extended to surround the headlights and a slightly
revised rear section. Powertrain selections were carried over from with both and cubic-inch
Rocket V8s now featuring "Positive Valve Rotators" for longer engine life and more efficient
operation. A new antenna impregnated into the windshield was introduced this year that
replaced the previous fender-mounted unit and was included as standard equipment on all cars
equipped with a factory radio. Optional radio was a stereo AM-FM radio and a lower dash
mounted eight track tape player. It reached its maximum size in at an astounding It was

available as a pillared four-door Town Sedan, two-door and four-door Holiday hardtops and a
convertible. Series models for included the base Delta 88, Delta 88 Custom and Delta 88 Royale,
the latter inheriting the convertible body style previously offered on the base Delta All models
received fuselage styling somewhat similar to what Chrysler Corporation introduced on its
models, and new rooflines with a more squared off greenhouse for Town sedans and more
rounded lines for Holiday sedans and coupes â€” the latter receiving reverting to a
semi-fastback format. Also new for was the Custom Cruiser station wagon, the first full-sized
Oldsmobile wagon since The Custom Cruiser came standard with the larger Rocket V8 and
utilized the disappearing clamshell tailgate of other full-size GM wagons. Engine offerings again
included and cubic-inch Rocket V8s ranging from to gross horsepower, all of which featured
lowered compression ratios beginning in to enable use of lower octane regular leaded 91 RON
octane, low-lead or unleaded gasoline. Vented power front disc brakes and variable-ratio power
steering were now standard equipment on all 88 models. During the model year, the Turbo
Hydra-matic transmission was added to the standard equipment list. Other highlights for
included a wrap-around instrument panel shared with Ninety-Eight and Toronado models
Toronados had a slightly smoother upper leading edge design that was highlighted by a large
square speedometer and all controls within easy reach of the driver, and a one-year only
Flo-Through ventilation system that utilized vents in the trunklid. The system used on all GM B-,
C- and E-body cars and the Chevrolet Vega , used the heater fan to draw air into the car from the
cowl intake, and force it out through vents in the trunk lid or tailgate. In theory, passengers
could enjoy fresh air even when the car was moving slowly or stopped, as in heavy traffic. In
practice, however, it didn't work. Within weeks of the models' debut, however,
Oldsmobileâ€”and all other GM dealersâ€”received multiple complaints from drivers who
complained the ventilation system pulled cold air into the car before the heater could warm
upâ€”and could not be shut off. The ventilation system was extensively revised for For , the
Delta Custom series was dropped and the Royale series was expanded to include four-door
Town and Holiday sedans. Advertised brake horsepower figures dropped to for the base
two-barrel and for the optional four-barrel Rocket V8s thanks to an industry-wide switch in
power measurements from the previous gross method as measured by a dynamometer with no
accessories attached to the net method in which the power measurements were based upon an
engine "as installed" in a vehicle with all emission controls and accessories hooked up. Only
minor trim changes were made this year that included revised "waterfall" grilles in front and
four-segment taillights in the rear. Inside a revised "Flo-Through" ventilation system utilizing
vents in the doorjambs replaced the version which utilized vents in the trunklid. Model offerings
were the same as with the Delta 88 Royale series now including the sole Olds convertible
offering following the demise of the intermediate Cutlass Supreme convertible after Director
Sam Raimi regularly includes a Delta 88 in his films. Also, new rooflines were featured on
Holiday hardtop coupes with large fixed triangular side windows in the widened "C" pillar.
Unlike the big Chevrolet formal-roof coupes, the Olds retained a small roll-down rear window.
As Oldsmobile completely discontinued two-barrel carbureted engines this year, a new
four-barrel Rocket V8 horsepower became standard equipment with the available as an option.
Other highlights this year included an all-new flat instrument panel shared with Ninety-Eight and
Toronado models with horizontal sweep speedometer and "Message Center" system of warning
lights replacing the wrap-around dash of previous years. A new and seldom-ordered option
available on all full-sized Olds models and Toronados were driver's and passenger's-side
airbags â€” among the first to be offered in a production automobile. The Delta 88 Royale ragtop
was again the only convertible offered by Olds. Detail changes for included revised grilles and
taillights along with new rear quarter windows for pillared and Holiday sedans â€” the latter's
design similar to an opera window in September All engines were hooked up to a catalytic
converter that not only mandated the use of unleaded gasoline but also spelled the end of dual
exhaust systems. Just under Delta 88 Royale convertibles were built in as Oldsmobile made a
concerted effort to target the convertible buyer market at the time. The headline on a print ad for
a Olds Delta 88 Royale convertible stated, "Today a beautiful Olds convertible. Tomorrow, a
collector's item". The featured car in the ad was a red Delta 88 Royale rag top. For , the final
year of this generation, all Olds 88s received revised grille work, rectangular headlamps and
parking lamps directly below instead of in the bumper, with Delta 88 Royale models also getting
spring-loaded stand-up hood ornaments. It was also the final year for the Holiday hardtop
coupes and sedans, along with the Rocket V8 and the optional airbag system that would
generally become universal on production cars and trucks some 15 years later. A one-year only
option on Delta 88 Royale Holiday coupes was the Royale Crown Landau package that included
a stainless steel roof bar, padded rear quarter vinyl roof, special hood ornament and
color-keyed wheelcovers. Both base Delta 88 and Royale models were now only offered in two

pillared body styles; a two-door coupe and a four-door Town Sedan. The â€” Custom Cruiser
was now based on the Delta 88's B-body rather than the Ninety-Eight's C-body thus also sharing
the coil spring suspension, rather than the multi- leaf spring and came with a two-way tailgate
rather than the clamshell of â€”76 models. A fuel economy gauge was optional. Initially, the
Oldsmobile engine came in California and high-altitude cars, the Chevrolet engine came in cars
with Federal emissions equipment. Oldsmobile's new was the top engine option and came with
a THM transmission. The use of a Chevrolet engine caused a situation known as the
"Chevy-mobile" affair. GM settled with some Oldsmobile owners by offering them warranty
extensions for the Chevrolet-engined Oldsmobiles, or the option of returning those cars in
exchange for an Oldsmobile with a genuine Rocket V8. The "return car" option wasn't
commonly chosen, because the owner had to pay GM for mileage driven, which could become
expensive. This began the era of "corporate" engines, and for many years GM advertisements
would include a disclaimer stating '"Oldsmobiles or other divisions are equipped with engines
manufactured by various GM divisions, subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide. As in previous
years, base Delta 88 and Royale models differed mainly in exterior and interior trim. The new
dash was highlighted with woodgrain trim. The dimmer switch moved from the floor to the
turn-signal lever. For , a Holiday 88 coupe was added to the lineup, featuring Strato bucket seats
along with console and floor shifter, Super Stock wheels and two-tone paint schemes. All 88
models received new grilles and revised taillights with drivetrains the same as except for the
addition of the Diesel V8 to the option list. The model year saw the addition of a new Delta 88
Royale Brougham series, which included plush "pillowed" seat trim similar to the Ninety-Eight.
All models again received revised grilles and other minor changes. It was the last year for the
V8 as federal fuel-economy mandates spelled the end of larger engines in order to meet those
requirements. For , all 88s got new and more aerodynamic sheetmetal for improved fuel
economy highlighted by rounded square taillights similar to mids 88s, but overall dimensions
stayed the same and coupes received a revised roofline. All other engines except the
now-discontinued were carried over from Only minor grille and taillight lens revisions
highlighted the Delta 88s. The gasoline Rocket V8 was dropped from the option list, leaving only
the diesel version available. Also new for was GM's Turbo-Hydramatic R transmission, which
added an overdrive gear and torque converter clutch TCC to contribute to fuel economy and
engine longevity. The sporty Holiday 88 coupe was offered for the last time this year. The model
year saw only minor trim changes for Delta 88, Royale and Royale Brougham models. For , all
Oldsmobile 88s received new grilles, hood ornaments and minor trim revisions, including new
steering wheels. This would be the last year for the base Delta 88 line, leaving only the Royale
and Royale Brougham. Engine offerings were down to three, a standard Buick cubic-inch V6 , or
optional Oldsmobile V8s including the Rocket and Diesel. For , all Delta 88s were now Royale or
Royale Brougham models. Styling highlights included new grille inserts and red and amber
taillights replacing the red lenses. At midyear, a new Royale Brougham LS was added to the 88
line, almost simultaneously with the introduction of a new and downsized front-wheel drive
Ninety-Eight. With the Ninety-Eight being downsized and converted to front-drive, the Royale
Brougham LS model of the 88 was now the largest and most luxurious rear-wheel drive car
offered by Oldsmobile. Custom Cruiser wagons continued with the same styling changes found
on other 88 models. Only minor changes marked the model, which was in its last year before a
major downsizing and conversion to front-wheel-drive. The '85 88s would be the last full-sized
Oldsmobile sedans and coupes to feature rear-wheel-drive, Rocket V8 power, and
body-on-frame construction. Though the 88 sedans and coupes were downsized and switched
to front-drive for , the Custom Cruiser station wagons would continue virtually unchanged
through the model year, and eventually become the only Oldsmobile model powered by an
Oldsmobile Rocket V8 engine , for which production ended in after 42 years. For , the Delta 88
Royale switched platforms from the GM B platform to the smaller front-wheel drive H platform ,
with a wheelbase of Due to the federal mandate to add passive restraints, door mounted seat
belts were added for For , rear shoulder belts were added and anti-lock brakes became an
option. For , the "Delta" name was dropped, as was the hood ornament, leaving the model to
simply become the "Eighty Eight," now spelled out instead of using the "88" in numerical form.
Also that year, the amber color was deleted from the taillights and a driver side airbag became
an available option. The Eighty Eight Royale was given a mild facelift in , eliminating the former
chromed grille for a body-colored fascia with four slots and the Oldsmobile Rocket logo. In the
rear, new taillights and backup lights extended across the body; once again, chrome trim was
deleted. Minor revisions were also made to the interior. Part of the door panel was revised and
the model also offered new cloth for the seats while the pillow cushion seats on the Brougham
were discontinued. A revised armrest console was added which provided more room. Various
previously optional features such as pulse wipers and tilt steering wheel became standard. This

generation of Delta 88s has an optional voice diagnostic system that alerted the driver of
problems. In the event of a warning, the door chime plays three times rapidly and then played
the voice alert. This happens twice in case the driver misses the warning the first time; every
alert also has a corresponding light on the instrument cluster. The Oldsmobile Eighty Eight was
redesigned for , following the redesign of the Ninety Eight the previous year. This was the last
Eighty Eight or 88 model from Oldsmobile along with its performance LSS and Regency models
before being discontinued in and being replaced in with the Aurora. The 3. It is important to
note, however, early LSS models were rarely equipped with the Supercharged engine. The LSS
was originally a trim level package on the 88 starting in In the LSS received Aurora-inspired
seats. After the demise of the Ninety-Eight in , Oldsmobile added the Regency to the and
lineups, which used the same front fenders and chrome grille as the Ninety-Eight sedan but
kept the standard Eighty-Eight body. The Regency featured a long list of standard features
including traction control, leather upholstery, dual 6-way power seats with power lumbar and a
driver's side memory function, a dual-zone automatic climate control system, and an electronic
level control for the rear suspension. A driver's side electrochromic outside mirror was also
standard on the Regency, a feature that even Cadillac didn't offer as standard equipment. All
four vehicles used the same The suspension tuning, interior appointments, and certain exterior
trim was used to differentiate the three models. The finished product, Guidestar, was a hard
disk-based system that offered satellite navigation for 17 states but lacked live traffic updates. It
was the first on-board navigation system to be offered on a US production car, the Oldsmobile
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full-size car built by Oldsmobile. Motor vehicle. Buick Special Pontiac Streamliner. Buick
Special Pontiac Chieftain. Buick Lesabre Pontiac Catalina. For the song by the rock band X, see
Los Angeles X album. Oldsmobile Delta 88 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser. Buick LeSabre Pontiac
Bonneville. Delta 88 coupe: Archived from the original on Retrieved Archived from the original
on October 17, Archived from the original on 12 March Retrieved 12 March Herald Books.
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, Muscle car. FR layout. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Oldsmobile Compact station wagon. F Station Wagon. Mid-size station wagon.
Cutlass Station Wagon. Vista Cruiser. Cutlass Cruiser. Jetstar Delmont Dynamic Super Delta
Ninety- Eight. Full-size station wagon. Custom Cruiser. Personal luxury. Jetstar I. Muscle car.
Cutlass Calais. Cutlass Ciera. Cutlass Supreme. Eighty Eight. Ninety Eight. I absolutely loved
my eighty-eight. Only problem I ever had with it was the water pump breaking and the belt
breaking only one-time fixes for me. I drove 12 hour round trips at least once a month and drove
it every single day around town, to and from work, and across state for over 2 years and it
always got me where I needed to go, no problems. Very reliable and dependable. I miss my
Rico. I'd definitely buy another one if I got the chance. Robbed back. Update on the Oldsmobile
Eighty Eight I bought with 53, miles in March of from the old lady whom lost her vision. The car
now has 77, miles on it. I've had to replace a belt tensioner, tires and a sepentine belt since.
Everything is still holding up good on the car, engine is still powerful and not bad on gas. I get
about 24mpg. I think I could get K out of this baby. I'm gonna plan on it! For my first car its a
good one. My grandparents had it before me and had no problems what so ever. It's fun to drive
and handles well. It gets me through any kind of weather well. The only thing I've had to replace
on it was the battery. Over all its an awesome car. I would recommend it to anyone. Intake
manifold gasket was replaced before I bought it. However, the plenum went and water went into
the engine. After dollar plenum repair, a valve was bad. After a couple hundred miles it needed a
dollar valve repair. After a couple hundred miles a piece of engine probably connecting rod
went through the engine block. Replace the original plenum and manifold gasket to avoid costly
repairs. This happend on a 94 Park Avenue of mine with miles, a 99 Park Avenue with , miles
and now a 98 Olds 88 with , miles. Great engine except for the plenums and intake manifold
gaskets. This car has caused me quite a bit of trouble. I bought it with 30, miles on it and it now
has just under , I've had to replace mufflers on it three times. I replaced the gas tank on it, along
with a fuel pump because I would nearly stall after coming down certain hills. This probably
needs to be fixed again, as it's acting up. About 1, miles ago my belt tensioner broke, spinning

my belt off the pulleys so that no water made it to my radiator and so my engine overheated on
the spot. This happened out of nowhere for no reason. A cable snapped in my left mirror so I
need to wedge something there to keep the mirror aimed where I want it. This car needs one fix
after another. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Eighty-Eight.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Loved my little old car! Items per page:. Write a review See all Eighty-Eights
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Eighty-Eight. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We will provide you a
Carfax, Comprehensive Vehicle Inspection, and how we arrived at the price. We may not always
be the lowest but if you want to know who is; we will show you that too. We have a large
pre-owned inventory available. For used cars near Ankeny, paired with amazing service, visit
our Ames Chevrolet showroom for a test drive today. You can use our site to view inventory,
find a quick quote, or research leasing and financing options. It looks like the only vehicles
matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save
this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Filter Listings with recent price drops Only show local
listings. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim
LS 2 50th Anniversary 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3. Engine Type Gas 3.
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3. Cylinders 6 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Showing 1
- 3 out of 3 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Loved my little old car! I absolutely loved my
eighty-eight. Only problem I ever had with it was the water pump breaking and the belt breaking
only one-time fixes for me. I drove 12 hour round trips at least once a month and drove it every
single day around town, to and from work, and across state for over 2 years and it always got
me where I needed to go, no problems. Very reliable and dependable. I miss my Rico. I'd
definitely buy another one if I got the chance. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Oldsmobile
Eighty-Eight is one of the better full-size family cars you can buy. It sports contemporary
styling, an ergonomically correct interior and a powerful V6 engine driving the front wheels.
There is room inside for six adults, and the Eighty-Eight has proven to be reliable. Oldsmobile's
"value-pricing" strategy has paid off with the Eighty-Eight; it comes well-equipped right out of
the box, with few options available. So why haven't these cars sold as well as, say, the Ford
Crown Victoria? Used to be that we thought it was the uncomfortable seats, because they were
really this big Olds' only apparent flaw. The rest of the car is admittedly designed to appeal to
middle Americans who just want to get from point A to point B in relative safety and comfort,
but with mushy, unsupportive seats, the Eighty-Eight didn't fulfill the comfort portion of the
equation. So what is the problem these days? Aging design. The current Eighty-Eight is now
seven seasons old, and it feels like it. Standing in an Oldsmobile showroom viewing the
Eighty-Eight, the Aurora and the new Intrigue, which would you be tempted to buy? No new
reasons to select the Eighty-Eight are offered for Changes are minimal, and are related to such
minor improvements and trim changes that the car is essentially a carryover model. It has one
year left before a replacement arrives, in the guise of the or Anthem sedan. Despite nose-heavy
handling, we still think the Eighty-Eight is a great full-size value. But the design, the
demographic orientation and the nameplate are all on life-support. If you've gotta have a
full-size sedan, and it's gotta wear an Oldsmobile badge, we strongly suggest you wait out
temptation to grab a Eighty-Eight repeat that one fast three times. Take a look at the changes
occurring at Oldsmobile. The upcoming replacement for the Eighty-Eight is almost guaranteed
to be a sure thing. Available styles include LS 4dr Sedan, and 4dr Sedan. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Oldsmobile Eighty-Eight.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Powerful V6
engine. Rapidly aging design. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Virtually nothing, unless you find a new fuel cap,

better access to rear seatbelts, new ABS wheel-speed sensors and a couple of new colors
intriguing. Second-generation airbags are standard. Read more. Write a review See all 21
reviews. Loved my little old car! I absolutely loved my eighty-eight. Only problem I ever had with
it was the water pump breaking and the belt breaking only one-time fixes for me. I drove 12 hour
round trips at least once a month and drove it every single day around town, to and from work,
and across state for over 2 years and it always got me where I needed to go, no problems. Very
reliable and dependable. I miss my Rico. I'd definitely buy another one if I got the chance. Read
less. Update on Eighty Eigh LS. Robbed back. Update on the Oldsmobile Eighty Eight I bought
with 53, miles in March of from the old lady whom lost her vision. The car now has 77, miles on
it. I've had to replace a belt tensioner, tires and a sepentine belt since. Everything is still holding
up good on the car, engine is still powerful and not bad on gas. I get about 24mpg. I think I
could get K out of this baby. I'm gonna plan on it! For my first car its a good one. My
grandparents had it before me and had no problems what so ever. It's fun to drive and handles
well.
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It gets me through any kind of weather well. The only thing I've had to replace on it was the
battery. Over all its an awesome car. I would recommend it to anyone. Replace Plenum before it
wrecks engine. Intake manifold gasket was replaced before I bought it. However, the plenum
went and water went into the engine. After dollar plenum repair, a valve was bad. After a couple
hundred miles it needed a dollar valve repair. After a couple hundred miles a piece of engine
probably connecting rod went through the engine block. Replace the original plenum and
manifold gasket to avoid costly repairs. This happend on a 94 Park Avenue of mine with miles, a
99 Park Avenue with , miles and now a 98 Olds 88 with , miles. Great engine except for the
plenums and intake manifold gaskets. See all 21 reviews of the Used Oldsmobile Eighty-Eight.
Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Eighty-Eight. Sign Up.

